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Binti: The Night Masquerade
Nnedi Okorafor
The thrilling conclusion to Nnedi Okorafor's Hugo and Nebula
Award-winning afro-centric sci-fi Binti trilogy
"Prepare to fall in love with Binti." —Neil Gaiman
In the midst of war Binti discovers unimagined aspects of herself.
Binti has returned to her home planet, believing that the violence of the Meduse
has been left behind. Unfortunately, although her people are peaceful on the
whole, the same cannot be said for the Khoush, who fan the flames of their
ancient rivalry with the Meduse.

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION /
A C T I O N & A DV E N T U R E
Tor.com | 1/16/2018
9780765393135 | $14.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 160 pages | Carton Qty: 48
8 in H | 5 in W
Other Available Formats:
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MARKETING

-Ongoing support for the Hugo & Nebula
winning Binti trilogy
-Flagship promotion with other space
opera and Afro-futurism titles
-Multi-channel sweepstakes paired with
Binti and Binti: Home
-Convention appearances and signings as
well as online engagement
-Review coverage from major outlets and
blogs, including Tor.com

Far from her village when the conflicts start, Binti hurries home, but anger and
resentment has already claimed the lives of many close to her. Once again it is
up to Binti and her intriguing new friend Mwinyi to intervene—though the
elders of her people do not entirely trust her motives—and try to prevent a war
that could wipe out her people, once and for all.
Don't miss this essential concluding volume in the Binti trilogy.
PRAISE

"Nnedi Okorafor writes glorious futures and fabulous fantasies. Her worlds open
your mind to new things, always rooted in the red clay of reality." —Neil Gaiman
"Okorafor’s writing is wonderful, and the details of her world-building—including
Binti’s rich culture of origin, living spaceships, and maths that read almost like
music—are complex and fascinating" —Veronica Roth
"Okorafor's writing is even more beautiful than I remember it being in Binti,
evocative and sharply elegant in its economy." —NPR on Binti: Home
"[Binti: Home] opens up Binti's tale in astonishing ways, while provocatively
exploring questions of identity and kinship." —The Chi...
NNEDI OKORAFOR, born to Igbo Nigerian parents in Cincinnati, Ohio, is an author of fantasy and
science fiction for both adults and younger readers. Her Tor.com novella Binti won the 2015 Hugo
and Nebula Awards; her children's book Long Juju Man won the 2007-08 Macmillan Writer's Prize
for Africa; and her adult novel Who Fears Death was a Tiptree Honor Book. She is an associate
professor of creative writing and literature at the University at Buffalo.
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Beneath the Sugar Sky
Seanan McGuire
A stand-alone fantasy tale from Seanan McGuire's Alex awardwinning Wayward Children series, which began in the Hugo
and Nebula finalist Every Heart a Doorway
Beneath the Sugar Sky, the third book in McGuire's Wayward Children series,
returns to Eleanor West's Home for Wayward Children in a stand-alone
contemporary fantasy for fans of all ages. At this magical boarding school,
children who have experienced fantasy adventures are reintroduced to the "real"
world.

F I C T I O N / FA N TA S Y /
C O N T E M P O R A RY
Tor.com | 1/9/2018
9780765393586 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Hardcover | 176 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9780765393579
Audio ISBN: 9781427293794
Audio ISBN: 9781427293787

Sumi died years before her prophesied daughter Rini could be born. Rini was
born anyway, and now she’s trying to bring her mother back from a world
without magic.
PRAISE

Praise for Every Heart a Doorway
"Seanan McGuire has long been one of the smartest writers around, and with this
novella we can easily see that her heart is as big as her brain." —Charlaine Harris
"One of the most extraordinary stories I've ever read." —V. E. Schwab

MARKETING

-Support for the Wayward Children series
including paired promotions
-Sweepstakes, targeted advertising &
promo pieces featuring original art
-Galley push to reviewers, booktubers,
librarians & booksellers
-Appearances and active online
engagement (22.7k Twitter followers)
-Tor.com flagship coverage including
social, newsletters & features

"A mini-masterpiece of portal fantasy that deserves to be shelved with Lewis
Carroll's and C. S. Lewis' classics." —NPR
"This is a gorgeous story: sometimes mean, sometimes angry, and always
exciting." —Cory Doctorow for BoingBoing
"So mindblowingly good, it hurts." —io9
SEANAN McGUIRE is the author of the Wayward Children series, the October Daye urban fantasy
series, the InCryptid series, and other works. She also writes darker fiction as Mira Grant. Seanan
lives in Seattle with her cats, a vast collection of creepy dolls, horror movies, and sufficient books to
qualify her as a fire hazard. She was the winner of the 2010 John W. Campbell Award for Best New
Writer, and in 2013 she became the first person ever to appear five times on the same Hugo ballot.
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The Armored Saint
Myke Cole
The first book in Myke Cole's The Sacred Throne Trilogy,
blending epic fantasy with powered armor for fans of the
Stormlight Archive
Myke Cole, author of the beloved military fantasy Shadow Ops series, debuts a
new epic fantasy trilogy with The Armored Saint, a tale of religious tyrants,
arcane war-machines, and underground resistance that will enthrall epic fantasy
readers of all ages.

F I C T I O N / FA N TA S Y / E P I C
Tor.com | 2/20/2018
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Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9780765395948

MARKETING

-Series support for Myke Cole’s Sacred
Throne series
-Massive galley mailing targeting existing
audiences & new readers
-Targeted & genre advertising targeting
fans of epic fantasy
-Appearances & online engagement from
author with a deep network
-Tor.com flagship coverage including
social, newsletters & features

After witnessing a horrendous slaughter, young Heloise opposes the Order, and
risks bringing their wrath down on herself, her family, and her village. She must
confront the true risk that wizards pose to the world, and weigh the safety of her
people against justice.
PRAISE

"Cole weaves... a fantasy world that feels comfortably familiar, then goes to places
you’d never expect. You won’t stop turning pages until the stunning finish."
—Peter V. Brett
"Brutal and lovely—an inventive and poignant fantasy that's rich with keen
characters, set in a vivid, fascinating world." —Cherie Priest
“A dark fantasy tale with sharp teeth and a hard punch. Heloise is the hero we
need.” —Chuck Wendig
After a career in the military, police and intelligence services, MYKE COLE tracks fugitives as part
of the investigative team on CBS' new hit show Hunted. Myke's three tours in Iraq inspired his
military fantasy Shadow Ops series. But the work hasn't separated Myke from his nerd roots. He's
still a voracious fantasy reader who never misses his weekly game night. Myke's fandoms range
from Star Wars to military history. Myke lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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The Only Harmless Great Thing
Brooke Bolander
In the early years of the 20th century, a group of female factory workers in
Newark, New Jersey slowly died of radiation poisoning. Around the same time,
an Indian elephant was deliberately put to death by electricity in Coney Island.
These are the facts.
Now these two tragedies are intertwined in a dark alternate history of rage,
radioactivity, and injustice crying out to be righted. Prepare yourself for a
wrenching journey that crosses eras, chronicling histories of cruelty both grand
and petty in search of meaning and justice.
F I C T I O N / A LT E R N AT I V E
H I S TO RY
Tor.com | 1/23/2018
9781250169488 | $10.99 / $15.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 96 pages
8 in H | 5 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250169471

PRAISE

"Bolander's skilled prose always leaves me agog, but days after finishing The Only
Harmless Great Thing, I'm still swimming around in its depths with a sense of
wonder. It's beautiful and sad and relatable and unremittingly, crucially defiant."
—Kevin Hearne
"A brutal story beautifully told. [Bolander's] prose sings like music.... Read this."
—Chuck Wendig
"Elephants have infrasound and memory and majesty; we have Brooke Bolander."
—Lawrence M. Schoen
"The Only Harmless Great Thing is Southern Gothic come to the big Northern
City, where it settles in and begins to glow, dangerously, and to sing, mightily, and
to break out and trample reality int...
BROOKE BOLANDER writes weird things of indeterminate genre, most of them leaning rather
heavily towards fantasy or general all-around weirdness. She attended the University of Leicester
2004-2007 studying History and Archaeology and is an alum of the 2011 Clarion Writers’ Workshop
at UCSD. Her stories have been featured in Lightspeed, Strange Horizons, Nightmare, Uncanny, and
various other fine purveyors of the fantastic. She has been a finalist for the Nebula, the Hugo, the
Locus, and the Theod...
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